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Piql and Safespring  
collaborate for enhanced services 
Safespring, a Swedish cloud service provider, 
known safety and high-quality service, is 
collaborating with the trusted and resilient 
digital preservation provider — Piql AS. 

Safespring supplies locally produced safe cloud 
services, enabling high quality performance 
and protection, in line with Swedish and 
Norwegian standards and regulations. Known 
for its premium service, this collaboration 
presents highly secure offline storage 
opportunities for clients. 

Piql, known for keeping data safe offline for 
centuries, can now offer clients a new standard 
of high-quality online storage hosted in 
Safespring and accessed through the same 
Piql experience.

‘This collaboration makes it easy for our 
customers to stay compliant with local 
regulations and at the same time keep up with 
the digitalization of governmental institutions 
and companies that’s happening right now’ 
says Fredric Wallsten, CEO at Safespring.

Rune Bjerkestrand, Managing Director of Piql, 

said that this is a natural partnership with both 
companies focused on the safe storage of data.
‘This service expands our secure storage to the 
online environment in addition to our offline 
system, providing high speed access for all 
client archival data,’ he said.

The new service is being seamlessly integrated 
to the Piql workflow. Clients can enjoy instant 
access to digital files or archival packages by 
enabling the Piql online storage option. All files 
are automatically ingested to a secure online 
data center in Norway, with access to online 
files through the same Piql user interface as 
offline files.

‘The service is optimised for clients that need 
easy access and store large number of files 
at a low cost, type e-archives, governmental 
agencies or web applications for publishing 
data. There are no upfront or transfer costs, 
simply pay as you go,’ Rune said.

Both Piql and Safespring are committed 
to providing safe, high quality data storage 
services and this collaboration strengthens 
these services.
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About Safespring
Safespring delivers secure, fast and flexible cloud and IT 
infrastructure services based on open source and open 
standards. Safespring, a Nordic company, designs, builds 
and operates its services and delivers them from local 
datacenters to ensure our customers data sovereignty and 
ability to comply to GDPR and other local regulations. With 
tools for automation and open standards we contribute 
to our customers’ digital transformation without vendor 
lock-in. Our platform is designed from the ground up with 
focus on security and compliance.
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About Piql
Piql is a specialist provider of digital preservation and long-
term data storage. With a global footprint, we offer tailored 
services to a range of sectors including historical and 
memory, audio visual, private enterprise and government.  
Our purpose-built technology can keep data alive for 
hundreds of years, without the need for migration. The data 
is secure, unalterable and can be recovered without the 
risk of data loss, no matter how long it is stored for. It is the 
only service of its kind and the only offline, migration-free 
technology available for long term digital preservation. 
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